
  
 

  
 

Health	Systems	and	Policy	(HLTHMGMT	716)	 	

Duke	University		

Teaching	Team

Instructor: 
David Ridley, PhD 
david.ridley@duke.edu 
919.660.3784  
http://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/~dbr1/ 
https://twitter.com/dave_ridley 

Staff: 
Meg deLuca 

Teaching Assistants: 
Sydney Trailsmith 
Katie Silverstein 
 

Location	

Classroom in Fall 2019: Lilly Classroom, Fuqua School of Business 
Classroom in January 2020: Duke in DC office (1201 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC) 
http://fuqua.instructure.com/ 

Course	Overview	

We aim to help participants understand current health policy and its relevance for providers, 
payers, product makers, patients, and the public.  

We will regularly have a guest speak in class, but the guest will not give a long talk. We will aim 
for a lively discussion. Some of the topics will surely overlap with topics in other health policy 
courses. However, we will aim to make our class discussions current, engaging and informative. 

One of the best features of the class is the diversity of experience. Rarely in life do we gather in 
the same room with people trained in business, care, law, and policy, as well as those with work 
experience with hospitals, insurers, and product makers. Alumni often say that they miss the 
diversity of expertise from the classroom. 

We will focus on US health policy, but we will briefly discuss health care in other countries. For 
example, we will discuss US global health policy. Furthermore, we will discuss lessons for the US 
from health policy in other countries. 

We will discuss current US health policy, but we will not expect participants to know the exact 
details of current legislation or politicians’ positions, because these shift as months pass. 
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A health policy course inevitably touches on politics. We will have a vigorous discussion of 
policy options but not the merits of political parties or candidates. The instructor's goal is that 
while participants might infer some of his policy preferences, they will not know his political 
preferences. 

Many of the class participants will have extensive knowledge. For those with less background, I 
maintain a list of links (https://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/~dbr1/teaching/health.html). Also, 
please ask for clarification of acronyms and unfamiliar terms; it will help you and others.  

Businesses and foundations, including drug makers, have supported my research. This can 
provide helpful insights, but also may be a source of bias. I genuinely hope to encourage 
vigorous discussion and welcome diverse views.	

Course	Objectives	

 Help participants understand current health policy and its relevance for relevance for 
providers, payers, product makers, patients, and the public.  

 Introduce participants to informed and influential people working in the health sector 

 Examine how health policy is made 

 Understand options for providing more health insurance to more people.  

 Identify mechanisms for controlling costs, including the importance of saying “no” 

 Understand the importance of ethical behavior in the health sector. Ethical behavior is 
particularly important, because (i) the industry impacts health and wellbeing, (ii) firms 
have market power, and (iii) governments are major purchasers and often bring civil and 
even criminal penalties against firms and people. 

 Formulate opinions about what should happen and what is likely in health reform 

 Be better health care managers who understand current health care institutions and 
economics, and the implications of health care policy for profits and social wellbeing. 

Duke	in	Durham	and	DC	

The course is divided into two parts. Both parts are required. Dates and times are in the 
schedule at the end of this document. 

Part 1: Duke in Durham 

 Fall term 2 (late October through early December) 

 One evening per week 

 Fuqua School of Business, Durham, NC 
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Part 2: Duke in DC 

 Early January 

 Monday through Thursday (arrive by Sunday evening) 

 Duke in DC Office: 1201 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 

 Students are responsible for travel, lodging, and meals (except some lunches). 

 Pack for winter weather 

 A fee (comparable to the Fuqua GATE fee) billed by bursar 

Grading	

Grades matter little, but our students take pride in their performance and want to know the 
deliverables, so here are the details: 

• 30% class attendance and participation 
• 10% pre‐class assignments in part 1 
• 35% video explainer 
• 5% comments on other videos 
• 20% final exam 

The Fuqua School of Business Honor Code applies to the course. 

Participation	and	Attendance	

Participation grades are based on the quality not quantity of comments. 

Residential students (for example, daytime MBA and policy students) should attend all of the 
classes in Durham and DC. More than one absence from the Durham class will result in a 
substantially lower grade unless other arrangements are made. 

Distance learners (for example, executive MBA and MQMHA students) should attend all of the 
classes in DC. They are also encouraged to join the Durham classes synchronously either in the 
classroom or remotely using technology. For those that cannot attend, we will record some of 
the Durham sessions and provide streaming videos. 

Pre‐Class	Assignments	

During part 1, please answer the questions on the web page. Past students reported working 3 
hours per assignment. You may discuss the assignment with other current students in the class. 
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Using readings beyond the class readings should not be necessary, but is permitted. 
Assignments are due 15 minutes before the start of class. 

Late assignments are not accepted, because i) the primary objective of the homework is to 
encourage preparation for class, ii) answers are included in the slides posted on the web page 
after class, and iii) it is generally better to work on future rather than past homework.  

Video	Explainer	

Each person should create a 5 to 15 minute scripted video explaining a concept in health policy. 
People that speak at a pace of 150 words per minutes will require 750 to 2250 words. Software 
options include (but are not limited to) PowerPoint (click "Slide Show" and then "Record Slide"), 
WebEx, and Zoom.  

Topics can include (but are not limited to) the 340B program, buy‐and‐bill reimbursement, 
Children's Health Insurance Program, Medicaid drug reimbursement, Medicaid managed care in 
North Carolina, Medicare Advantage, Medicare drug reimbursement, "Medicare for All", 
Certificate of Need (CON) laws, hospital anti‐trust, hospital non‐profit status, Merit‐based 
Incentive Payment System (MIPS), policies requiring quality and price transparency, remedies 
for surprise medical billing, Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority 
(BARDA), economic evaluation by the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE), FDA 
regulation of biosimilars, FDA regulation of medical devices, FDA Risk Evaluation and Mitigation 
Strategy (REM), Project Bioshield, state opioid lawsuits, and the Vaccines for Children program 
(VFC). 

Sources of data plots should be cited in the video with a note below the plot. Also, if a source is 
used heavily in preparation for the video, it should be acknowledged. 

People will watch one another’s videos. Watching the videos will help us prepare for 
discussions with health policy experts in Washington. People will also rate the videos. Peer 
evaluations of videos will consist of the following questions: 

 What is one thing you learned? 

 What is one thing the presenter did well? 

 What is one thing that could have been better? 

 Score the video using the following metrics. Aim for a mean of 5/7 or less: 

 Clarity: 1‐7 

 Accuracy: 1‐7 

 Originality: 1‐7 
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In summary, the video assignment will involve each person doing the following: 

1. Sign up for a topic at https://tinyurl.com/716VideoTopics  
2. Create a video 
3. Post the video to YouTube as either “Unlisted” or “Public” (not “Private”) 
4. Submit the link to YouTube as the assignment 
5. Submit 2 multiple choice questions that can be used to test the information in the video 

on the exam. Write “CORRECT” after the correct answer. 
6. Watch the videos of others and rate them. 

Exam	

There will be an exam at the end of the course. It will be online and consist primarily of 
multiple‐choice questions. The exam will take less than an hour to complete (adjusted for those 
with disabilities). The exam will be closed, meaning that you cannot consult materials or other 
people. To prepare for the exam, prioritize materials in the following order: (1) peer videos, (2) 
class videos, (3) class slides, and (4) class discussion. The readings can provide helpful 
background information, but there will not be specific questions about the readings. 

The schedule appears on the next page.  
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Schedule	

Date  Time  Topic  Speaker 

29‐Oct  5:45 PM 
Implementing value‐based health care 
delivery 

Annette DuBard 
Bob Margolis 

5‐Nov  5:45 PM 
Paying for hospital care 
Controlling drug prices 

Aaron Chatterji 
David Ridley 

12‐Nov  5:45 PM 
Opioids 
Health care entrepreneurship 

Aaron McKethan 

19‐Nov  5:45 PM  Providing health care through employers   Kyle Cavanaugh 

3‐Dec  5:45 PM 
Encouraging innovation for neglected 
populations 

Jessica Martinez 

7‐Dec  11:00 PM 
Deadline for registering your topic for video explainer (opens one 
month earlier) 

15‐Dec  11:00 PM 
Deadline for video explainer and  2 multiple choice questions 
(opens one week earlier) 

3‐Jan  11:00 PM  Deadline for video comments (opens two weeks earlier) 

5‐Jan    Arrive in Washington 

6‐Jan  9:15 AM 
Speakers might be drawn from Advisory Board, Amgen, Avalere 

Health, Capitol Hill Consulting Group, Deloitte Consulting, 

Department of Health and Human Services, Families USA, Food 

and Drug Administration, Knowledge Ecology International, 

President's Council of Economic Advisors, POLITICO, Rockefeller 

Foundation, US Congress, Vertex, and others 

7‐Jan  9:15 AM 

8‐Jan  9:15 AM 

9‐Jan  9:15 AM 

19‐Jan  11:00 PM  Deadline for online exam (opens three days earlier) 

26‐Jan  11:00 PM  Release of video comments and grades 
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January 6 

 

Tuesday 
 

January 7 

 

Wednesday 
 

January 8 

 

Thursday 
 

January 9 

Rob Lazerow 

Managing Director of     

Research 

The Advisory Board  

Company 

Angela Wiles 

Health Policy Director  

US Senator Richard Burr 

(R-NC) 

 

Daniel Vigil 

Director of State Policy 

Amgen 

Amy Bassano 

Acting Director 

Center for 

Medicare and  

Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) 

Dan Diamond 

Reporter 

POLITICO 

Rita Livadas  

Senior Policy Advisor 

US Senator Michael Bennet 

(D-CO) 

Scott McGoohan 

Senior Director, US     

Regulatory Policy and  

Intelligence 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals 

 

Wendy Taylor 

Fellow 

Rockefeller Foundation 

 

Richard Hughes IV 

Principal and Vaccines 

Leader  

Avalere Health  

LUNCH Brian Sutter 

 Partner &  

Senior Vice President     

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

Frederick Isasi 

Executive Director 

Families USA 

 

Rob Saunders 

Research Director           

Payment & Delivery           

Reform 

Duke-Margolis Center for 

Health Policy 

 

Tour of US Capitol Wendy Sanhai 

Specialist Leader 

Deloitte Consulting 

UnitedHealth Group 

 

Facility Tour 

 

Speakers 

TBD 

 

Melanie Egorin 

Senior Legislative Advisor 

Democratic House Ways 

and Means Committee 

 Council of Economic 
 Advisers  

 

Donald Kenkel 

Chief Economist 

 

Tomas Philipson 

Acting Chairman 

 

 

Mark Miller 

Executive Vice President  

of Health Care 

Arnold Ventures 
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Contact Info: 
 

Meg deLuca 

Assistant Director, HSM 

megan.deluca@duke.edu 

 

Meg Flournoy 

Healthcare Sector Director, CMC 

margaret.flournoy@duke.edu 

 

Jess Levitt 

Assistant Director, HSM 

jessica.levitt@duke.edu 

 

David Ridley 

Professor 

david.ridley@duke.edu 

 

 

Table of Contents 

Technology for you Health Systems and Policy: Week in DC 

Course Objective 

The objective of this course is to provide  

students with an understanding of the business 

interrelationship between public and private 

sectors in one of the most dynamic and highly 

regulated industries: health care.  

 

During the fall, students met with leaders from 

across the health policy and business  

community during weekly meetings in Durham 

from November - December. Now, on this trip   

to Washington, students will hear from  

speakers who are key stakeholders in the US 

health care system from all branches of the 

government, as well as consulting and advisory 

groups, research and thought leaders in health 

policy, business executives, and lobbying firms. 



 

 

Duke in DC Office 

 
Located in the heart of downtown 

Washington, Duke in DC hosts  

academic programs, DC-based  

university faculty and staff, alumni      

receptions and meetings, and other 

activities and events related to  

official university business in  

Washington.  

 
Sometimes referred to as Duke’s 

“embassy” in DC, Duke in DC is the 

central hub of Duke activity in our    

nation’s capital.  

 

https://dukeindc.duke.edu/ 
 

1201 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Suite 500                              

Washington, DC 20004 

 

 

Technology for you Monday 
 

 

Rob Lazerow 

Managing Director of Research 

The Advisory Board Company 

 

 

Dan Diamond 

Reporter 

POLITICO 

 

 

Richard Hughes 

Principal and Vaccines Leader  

Avalere Health 

 

 

Lunch  

 

 

Rob Saunders 

Research Director,  

Payment and Delivery Reform 

Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy 

 

 

Melanie Egorin 

Senior Legislative Advisor 

Democratic Ways and Means Committee 

 

 

Mark Miller 

Executive Vice President of Health Care 
Arnold Ventures 
 

 
 



Venue 
 

Capitol Hill 
 

The United States Capitol, built    

in 1793, is the home of the United 

States Congress and the seat      

of the legislative branch of the    

US federal government. It is      

located on Capitol Hill at the      

eastern end of the National Mall   

in Washington, DC. 

 

Capitol Hill is the area that      

houses the US government,    

home to the domed United States 

Capitol, Senate, Houses of       

Representatives and the            

Supreme Court.   

 

The US Capitol was built atop  

Jenkins’ Hill, now often referred to 

as “Capitol Hill,” in 1793. 

 

http://www.aoc.gov/history/

capitol-hill 

 
 

Russell Senate Office  

120 Constitution Ave NE 

Washington, DC 20002 

 

 

Technology for you Tuesday 
 

 

Angela Wiles 

Health Policy Director  

US Senator Richard Burr (R-NC) 

 

Rita Livadas  

Senior Policy Advisor 

US Senator Michael Bennet (D-CO) 

 
 

Lunch  

 

 

Capitol Hill Tour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fuqua Admitted Students Reception  

Hill Country BBQ 

410 7th St. NW 

Washington, DC 20004 

(7:00-9:00 pm) 
 



Wednesday 

 

 

Duke in DC Office 
 

1201 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Suite 500                              

Washington, DC 20004 

 

https://dukeindc.duke.edu/ 

 

 

The Eisenhower Executive 

Office Building  
 

The Building is located next to the 

West Wing, and houses a majority 

of offices     for White House staff. 

Originally   built for the State, War 

and Navy Departments between 

1871 and 1888, the EEOB is an im-

pressive building that commands a 

unique position in both our national 

history and architectural heritage.  

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/

about-the-white-house/

eisenhower-executive-office-

building/  

 

1650 Pennsylvania Ave NW 

Washington, DC 20502  

 

 

Dan Vigil 

Director, State Policy 

Amgen 

 

Scott McGoohan 

Senior Director, US Regulatory Policy and 

Intelligence 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals 

 

Brian Sutter 

Partner and Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 

 

 

Lunch  

 

 

Wendy Sanhai 

Specialist Leader 

Deloitte Consulting 

 

 
Speakers from  
Council of Economic Advisers: 
 
 Donald Kenkel 
      Chief Economist 
 

 Tomas Philipson 
       Acting Chairman 
 

 

 

Duke vs. Georgia Tech  

Basketball Game (9:00 pm) 
Students’ choice where to watch the game!  

 

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/about-the-white-house/eisenhower-executive-office-building/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/about-the-white-house/eisenhower-executive-office-building/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/about-the-white-house/eisenhower-executive-office-building/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/about-the-white-house/eisenhower-executive-office-building/
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Duke in DC Office 
 

1201 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Suite 500                              

Washington, DC 20004 

 

https://dukeindc.duke.edu/ 

 

 

UnitedHealth Group 

 

Located in the heart of our nation's 

capital, amid instrumental policy 

makers and advocacy groups, the 

701i Innovation Center showcases 

the company's real-time data  

capabilities, demonstrates our 

breadth in the clinical and digital 

realms, and shows how our  

innovative solutions serve our  

members, clients and plan sponsors. 

 

www.unitedhealthgroup.com 

 

701i Innovation Center 

701 Pennsylvania Ave NW 

Washington, DC 20004 

Technology for you Thursday 
 

 

Amy Bassano 

Acting Director and Deputy Director  
Center for Medicare and Medicaid           
Innovation (CMMI)  
 

Wendy Taylor 

Fellow 

Rockefeller Foundation 

 

 

Lunch  

 

 

Frederick Isasi 

Executive Director 

Families USA 

 

 

Depart DIDC for UnitedHealth Group 

 

UnitedHealth Group Facility Tour 

 

UnitedHealth Group Speakers 

  
 

Evaluations and Wrap-Up with Professor  

David Ridley 
 

 

 

 

https://www.unitedhealthgroup.com/
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Amy Bassano 

Acting Director and Deputy Director  

Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI)  
 

Amy Bassano is the Acting Director and Deputy Director of the Center for Medicare 

and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.  

Prior to assuming this position, Bassano was the Director of the Patient Care Models 

Group at CMMI leading CMS’s efforts on bundled payments including the Bundled Payments for Care     

Improvement (BPCI) Initiative and the Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR) model and the 

development of physician specialty models such as the Oncology Care Model. In addition, she was         

responsible for the Home Health Value Based Purchasing Model and the Medicare Care Choices Model. 

Bassano also held senior management positions in the Center for Medicare at CMS overseeing Medicare 

payment policy for a variety of areas including inpatient and outpatient hospitals, physicians, ambulatory 

surgical centers, clinical laboratories, and Part B drugs. Prior to her tenure at CMS, Bassano was a        

Program Examiner at the Office of Management and Budget where she was the lead Medicare analyst on 

Medicare Part B and D issues.  
 

Bassano has an MA in Policy Studies from Johns Hopkins University and a BA in history from Tufts  

University. 

CMS Innovation Center 

The Innovation Center allows the Medicare and Medicaid programs to test models that improve care, lower 

costs, and better align payment systems to support patient-centered practices. The Innovation Center  

carefully evaluates innovative reform efforts widely used in the private sector, and is unique in its ability to 

develop provider-proposed approaches and quickly adjust models in response to feedback from clinicians 

and patients.  

The Innovation Center is currently focused on the following priorities: 

 Testing new payment and service delivery models, including Quality Payment Program Advanced     
Alternative Payment Models 

 Evaluating results and advancing best practices 

 Engaging a broad range of stakeholders to develop additional models for testing 
 

https://innovation.cms.gov/about  

https://qpp.cms.gov/
https://innovation.cms.gov/about
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Dan Diamond 

Reporter 

POLITICO 
 

Dan Diamond is the author of "POLITICO Pulse," the must-read morning briefing on 

health care politics and policy. He's also the creator of PULSE CHECK, the popular 

podcast that features weekly conversations with politicians like Sen. Susan Collins, 

leaders like Kaiser Permanente’s Bernard J. Tyson and thinkers like Atul Gawande.  
 

Along with his partner Rachana Pradhan, Diamond’s high-impact reporting resulted in the resignation of 

HHS Secretary Tom Price. Diamond also has done prize-winning reporting on hospitals’ community  

obligations and deep investigations into the Trump administration’s health care strategy, including its  

approach to vulnerable populations. 
 

Before joining POLITICO, Diamond served as the Advisory Board Company’s senior director of news and 

communications. He also covered health care policy, business, and strategy for FORBES. His work has 

appeared at Vox, Kaiser Health News and other publications. 
 

Diamond is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and has appeared to discuss health care, politics, 

and policy on NPR's "All Things Considered" and "Fresh Air," the NBC Nightly News, the BBC, CBS, CNN, 

MSNBC, the Dan Patrick Show, and other programs. Diamond has been a Yale University Poynter fellow 

and a fellow of the Association of Health Care Journalists. 

POLITICO 

POLITICO is a global news and information company at the intersection of politics and policy. With  

publications based in Washington, DC, New York and Brussels - and continued expansion into various 

state capitals in the United States - POLITICO has one of the most robust and rapidly expanding roster of 

journalists covering politics and policy in the world. Since its launch in 2007, POLITICO has delivered 

journalism about politics and policy making that is more authoritative in its sophistication and nonpartisan 

perspective than any competitor; that is more useful to people with a professional interest in public affairs; 

and that is more fun to read for a community of people who love the drama and sheer sport of politics. The 

central mission of POLITICO, from birth to their current period of growth, has been to help sustain and vast-

ly expand nonpartisan political and policy journalism. Politico believe informing readers and holding leaders 

accountable is and will forever be essential to smart governance, regardless of shifts in technology and 

consumption habits. 

http://www.politico.com 

http://www.politico.com/tipsheets/politico-pulse
https://politicos-pulse-check.simplecast.com/
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/10/04/how-we-found-tom-prices-private-jets-215680
http://www.politico.com/interactives/2017/obamacare-cleveland-clinic-non-profit-hospital-taxes/
http://www.politico.com/interactives/2017/obamacare-cleveland-clinic-non-profit-hospital-taxes/
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/19/trump-lgbt-rights-discrimination-353774
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Melanie Egorin 

Senior Legislative Advisor 

Democratic House Ways and Means Committee 
 

Melanie Anne Egorin has over 20 years of health policy experience and almost 15 

years in the federal government. Egorin works for the Committee on Ways and 

Means in the US House of  Representatives. She is the lead staff person for Afforda-

ble Care Act policy as well as Medicare Advantage, dual-eligible beneficiaries, end-stage renal disease, 

women’s health, and health tax issues. 
 

Prior to joining Ways and Means, Egorin worked for the US Government Accountability Office (GAO).  

Before moving to Washington DC, she worked for the University of California Office of the President and 

taught at San Francisco State University. Egorin went to Emory University for her undergraduate and  

master’s degree and University of California San Francisco for her PhD.  

Committee on Ways and Means 

The Committee on Ways and Means is the oldest committee of the United States Congress and is the 

chief tax-writing committee in the House of Representatives.  
 

First established as a select committee on July 24, 1789, it was discharged less than two months later. 

The committee was reappointed from the first session of the Fourth Congress in 1795, and was formally 

listed as a standing committee in the House Rules on January 7, 1802. 
 

The roster of committee members who have gone on to serve in higher office is impressive. Eight        

Presidents and eight Vice Presidents have served on Ways and Means, as have 21 Speakers of the 

House of Representatives, and four Justices of the Supreme Court. 
 

https://waysandmeans.house.gov/about/ 
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Richard Hughes IV 

Principal and Vaccines Leader  

Avalere Health  
 

Richard Hughes IV, JD, MPH, Principal and Vaccines Leader at Avalere Health 

advises vaccine manufacturers on vaccine market shaping strategy, policy,  

finance, coverage, reimbursement and access. A nationally and industry  

recognized public health thought leader, Hughes has led efforts to reform US vaccine coverage, expand 

vaccine access and enact policies that increase vaccine uptake and protect against vaccine market 

threats.  
 

Prior to joining Avalere, Hughes practiced with a Washington health law firm, advising major vaccine   

manufacturers, providers and health insurance plans. His previous roles include Associate Director of   

Policy with the Merck Vaccine Division, Director of State Health Policy and Immunization Policy with the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Officials, and gubernatorial appointee to the Arkansas State 

Board of Health. Hughes previously held an academic faculty appointment as a Professorial Lecturer in 

Health Policy & Management at The George Washington University’s Milken Institute School of Public 

Health.  
 

He earned his JD from The George Washington University Law School and MPH from the University of 

Arkansas for Medical Sciences. During law school, he proudly served as research assistant to renowned 

health law and vaccines scholar Professor Sara Rosenbaum. He is a member of the National Delta  

Omega Honorary Society in Public Health and the District of Columbia Bar. 

 

Avalere Health 

Avalere is a vibrant community of innovative thinkers dedicated to solving the challenges of the health 

care system. We know the only way to change health care is to look at it from every point of view.  

Avalere digs deep into the complex layers and works closely with clients to develop a practical solution. 

As an Inovalon company, they prize insights and strategies driven by robust data to achieve meaningful  

results.  
 

https://avalere.com/ 

https://avalere.com/
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Frederick Isasi 

Executive Director 

Families USA 
 

Frederick Isasi was selected to be Families USA’s second-ever Executive Director  

in January 2017 because of his life-long commitment to achieving high-quality,        

affordable health care for all. He also brings to his position deep expertise in      

Medicaid, Medicare, and private health insurance, health equity, and payment and delivery reform. Isasi 

has testified frequently in front of Congress on health policy issues in both the US Senate and House.  

Isasi’s passion for health care reform began when he was growing up in North Carolina as the son of       

Cuban immigrants. There, he saw firsthand many of the barriers to health care experienced by the poor, 

people of color, people with language barriers, and rural communities.  

Before joining Families USA, Isasi served as the Health Division Director at the bipartisan National        

Governors Association’s (NGA) Center for Best Practices. In this position, he worked directly with          

governors of both parties and as NGA’s national voice on issues such as health care delivery and payment     

reform, improving Medicaid, and health exchange planning and oversight. He also directed technical       

assistance for states as they navigated changes to their health care systems. 

Prior to NGA, Isasi served as Vice President for Health Policy at the Advisory Board Company—a  leading 

national and international private-sector group that advises 3,100 hospitals, health systems, provider 

groups, and payers—where he founded its Health Policy Department.  

As Congress was developing the groundbreaking Affordable Care Act legislation, Isasi served as Senior 

Legislative Counsel for Health Care on both the US Senate Finance Committee and Senate Committee on 

Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (HELP) for former Senator Jeff Bingaman (D-NM), the only     

Democrat serving on both committees during the creation of the Affordable Care Act.  

He holds a JD from Duke University, where he was a Pamela B. Gann Scholar, an MPH from the University 

of North Carolina, and a BS from the University of Wisconsin. 

Families USA 

Families USA, a leading national, non-partisan voice for health care consumers, is dedicated to achieving 

high-quality, affordable health care and improved health for all. Their work is driven by and centered 

around four pillars: value, equity, coverage, and consumer experience. Families USA views these focus 

areas — and the various issues unique to each area — as the cornerstones of America’s health care   

system.  

https://familiesusa.org/about/#mission  

https://familiesusa.org/about/#mission
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Council of Economic Advisers 
 

The Council of Economic Advisers, an agency within the Executive Office of the President, is charged   

with offering the President objective economic advice on the formulation of both domestic and                

international economic policy. The Council bases its recommendations and analysis on economic         

research and empirical evidence, using the best data available to support the President in setting the     

nation's economic policy.  
 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/cea/  

Donald Kenkel 

Chief Economist 

Council of Economic Advisers 
 

Donald Kenkel, Chief Economist with the Council of Economic Advisers,  

specializes in health economics and cost-benefit analysis.   

 

Most recently, Kenkel served as a Senior Economist at CEA. He holds a PhD in Economics from the          

University of Chicago. He is on leave from Cornell University, where he is the Joan and Irwin Jacobs    

Professor, Department of Policy Analysis and Management.  

https://www.whitehouse.gov/cea/
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Rob Lazerow  

Managing Director of Research 

The Advisory Board Company 
 

Rob Lazerow is a managing director with the Health Care Advisory Board research 

program and leads strategic research in support of hospital and health system  

executives. 
 

Lazerow dedicates a substantial portion of his time to working directly with members onsite, educating 

leadership teams and boards about market developments and the key implications for provider strategy. 

His principal areas of expertise include major industry trends, hospital-physician integration strategy, and 

accountable care strategy. One of the firm’s leading experts on bundled payment and accountable care 

organization programs, Lazerow has been cited by a range of national media outlets, including The Wall 

Street Journal, Modern Healthcare, Kaiser Health News, and Becker’s Hospital Review. He also served 

as the co-host of The Weekly Briefing podcast. 
 

Lazerow’s interest in improving health care extends beyond his work at the Advisory Board. He serves on 

the Board of Directors of Community of Hope, a federally qualified health center and comprehensive  

service provider for families in need across Washington, DC. 
 

Prior to joining the Advisory Board in 2006, Lazerow served in the Office of the Health Insurance  

Commissioner in the state of Rhode Island and the US Food and Drug Administration’s Center for  

Devices and Radiological Health. 
 

Lazerow graduated from Brown University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Public Policy and American 

Institutions.  

The Advisory Board Company 

For more than 35 years, the Advisory Board Company has helped executives work smarter and faster by 

providing clarity on health care's most pressing issues—and strategies for addressing them. 
 

With a team of 350 health care professionals and a network of 4,400+ member health care organizations, 

the Advisory Board Company is able to harness the industry’s most successful, progressive ideas and 

share those best practices with their customers, along with the guidance, tools, and implementation        

resources they'll need to take action. 
 

https://www.advisory.com/  

https://www.advisory.com/
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Rita Livadas  

Senior Policy Advisor 

US Senator Michael Bennet 
 

Rita Livadas is the Senior Policy Advisor for US Senator Michael Bennet (D-CO). 

She also serves as a part-time Adjunct Professor at Virginia Commonwealth  

University. 
 

Livadas previously worked for Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital in Pharmacy Operations, and for 

Allegheny Health Network as a Health System Pharmacy Administration Resident. Before joining  

Senator Bennet’s team, she was a Congressional Healthcare Policy fellow at Virginia Commonwealth  

University. 
 

Livadas earned her Master of Public Health at the University of Pittsburgh, and her Doctor of Pharmacy at 

Rutgers University. 

United States Senate 

Established by the Constitution as one chamber of the federal government’s legislative branch, the United 

States Senate is comprised of one hundred members—two senators from each of the 50 states—who 

serve six-year, overlapping terms. Senators, along with members of the House of Representatives,        

propose, author, and vote on federal legislation that touches upon all aspects of US domestic and foreign 

policy. Senators provide advice and consent on executive nominations and treaties and conduct oversight 

of all branches of the federal government. 
 

http://www.senate.gov/ 
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Scott McGoohan 

Senior Director, US Regulatory Policy and Intelligence 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals 
 

Scott McGoohan, JD, is currently Director, US Regulatory Policy and Intelligence at 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals. Earlier, he was at the Biotechnology Industry  

Organization (BIO) in 2015, and served as Director of Science and Regulatory Affairs.  
 

McGoohan has both an extensive scientific and legal background. A published scientist, he received his  

Bachelors of Science from Boston College, specializing in molecular biology, and then went on to serve as a 

lab manager and research scientist at Harvard Medical School, where he studied renal fibrosis and  

epigenetics in the Division of Matrix Biology.  
 

McGoohan earned his JD from the University of Wisconsin Law School, and subsequently worked as a  

consultant and lobbyist, representing various pharmaceutical and device companies and their interests on 

Capitol Hill. Most recently, he served as Vice President of Reimbursement and Scientific Affairs for the  

American Clinical Laboratory Association, where his primary responsibilities included diagnostics  

reimbursement, coding, and regulatory affairs.  
 

A frequent speaker on health care issues, McGoohan’s areas of expertise include molecular diagnostics,  

personalized medicine, Medicare reimbursement, coding, coverage, and regulatory issues. 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals 
 

Vertex creates new possibilities in medicine to cure diseases and improve people's lives. Vertex work 

with leading researchers, doctors, public health experts and other collaborators who share their vision for  

transforming the lives of people with serious diseases, their families and society.  
 

https://www.vrtx.com/research-development  

https://www.vrtx.com/research-development
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Mark E. Miller 

Executive Vice President of Health Care 

Arnold Ventures 
 

Mark Miller leads Arnold Ventures' work to lower the cost and improve the value of 

health care. He joins the team with more than 30 years of experience developing 

and implementing health policy, including prior positions as the executive director of 

Medicare Payment Advisory Commission; assistant director of Health and Human Resources at the      

Congressional Budget Office; deputy director of health plans at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 

Services; health financing branch chief at the Office of Management and Budget; and senior research    

associate at the Urban Institute. 
 

Miller has extensive experience identifying emerging health care issues, developing policy solutions,  

working with policymakers, and engaging diverse stakeholders. Over the course of his career, he has been 

directly involved in the development of major health legislation such as the Balanced Budget Act; the  

Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act; and the Affordable Care Act. 
 

Miller holds a PhD in public policy analysis from the State University of New York at Binghamton and an 

MA and BA in political science from Old Dominion University. 

 

Arnold Ventures  

Arnold Ventures is a philanthropy dedicated to tackling some of the most pressing problems in the United 

States. They invest in sustainable change, building it from the ground up based on research, deep thinking, 

and a strong foundation of evidence. Arnold Ventures drives public conversation, crafts policy, and inspires 

action through education and advocacy. 
 

Arnold Ventures is a team of more than 80 subject-matter experts headquartered in Houston with offices in 

New York and Washington, DC. They work in four key issue areas: Criminal Justice, Education, Health, 

and Public Finance. Their work is guided by Evidence-Based Policy, Research, and Advocacy. 
 

https://www.arnoldventures.org/  

https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/criminal-justice
https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/education
https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/health
https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/public-finance
https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/evidence-based-policy
https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/research
https://www.arnoldventures.org/work/advocacy
https://www.arnoldventures.org/
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Tomas Philipson 

Acting Chairman 

Council of Economic Advisers 
 

Tomas J. Philipson is the Acting Chairman and Vice Chair of the White House  

Council of Economic Advisers, leading a group of economists who  advise the  

President on a wide range of economic policies. On leave from the University of  

Chicago, Philipson was a member of the Council of Economic Advisers from 2017 to 2019, and previously 

served in the George W. Bush Administration, among other public sector positions.  
 

Philipson was a co-founder of Precision Health Economics, a health care consulting firm that was  

headquartered in Los Angeles with locations throughout the US, Canada, and Europe before it was sold in 

2015.  
 

He received his master’s degree and PhD in economics from the Wharton School and the University of 

Pennsylvania. He has been a visiting faculty member at Yale University and a visiting senior fellow at the 

World Bank.  
 

Philipson previously served as a fellow, board member, or associate with a number of other organizations 

other than the University of Chicago, including the National Bureau of Economic Research, the American 

Enterprise Institute, the Manhattan Institute, the Heartland Institute, the Milken Institute, the RAND       

Corporation, and the USC Schaeffer Center for Health Policy & Economics. 

 

Council of Economic Advisers 

The Council of Economic Advisers, an agency within the Executive Office of the President, is charged with 

offering the President objective economic advice on the formulation of both domestic and international 

economic policy. The Council bases its recommendations and analysis on economic research and  

empirical evidence, using the best data available to support the President in setting the nation's economic 

policy.  
 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/cea/  

https://www.whitehouse.gov/cea/
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David Ridley 

Professor, The Fuqua School of  Business 

Duke University 
 

David Ridley is the Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Riddick Professor of the Practice of  

Business. He is also the Faculty Director of Duke's Health Sector Management  

program. Ridley teaches in the daytime MBA, executive MBA, and Health Analytics 

programs. He received a PhD in economics from Duke University in 2001. 
 

In his research, Ridley examines innovation and pricing in health care. To encourage development of new 

treatments for neglected diseases, Ridley (with Jeff Moe and Henry Grabowski) proposed the priority review 

voucher program which became law in the United States in 2007. Total voucher sales have exceeded one 

billion dollars. Ridley's research  appears in economics journals (Journal of Public Economics), medical  

journals (Journal of the American Medical Association), and scientific journals (Nature Reviews Drug  

Discovery). 

Duke University Fuqua School of Business 
 

Fuqua enrolls more than 1,800 students a year across eleven degree programs and seven non-degree  

programs, designed to help working professionals as well as full-time students push their limits and try new 

things. While our campus is based in North America, we are known for providing opportunities for learning 

and engagement around the world. 
 

The school has long-standing relationships with firms in key industries, including health care, financial    

services, consulting, technology, consumer goods, energy and the environment, and media, as well as a 

focus in the areas of entrepreneurship and social impact. Our network of 23,000+ alumni, many of whom 

remain highly engaged with Fuqua, are known for a special way of working. Ultimately, we measure the 

success of our graduates by their impact on workplaces and the world around them, by their relationships 

and reputations. 
 

https://www.fuqua.duke.edu 
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Wendy Sanhai 

Specialist Leader 

Deloitte Consulting 
 

Wendy R. Sanhai, PhD has extensive experience across a broad spectrum of issues  

in the pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device industries and regulatory science.  
 

Her experiences include developing strategies for governance, research, business development, as well as 

the design, implementation, and management of large-scale scientific collaborations at the NIH, FNIH, FDA, 

academia and industry.  
 

Entering the consulting world in 2014, Sanhai served as Senior Managing Scientist at Exponent Inc., an  

international consulting firm with over 90 scientific and engineering disciplines.  
 

In 2016 she joined Deloitte Consulting: Federal Strategy and Operations as a Specialist Leader. In this  

position, Sanhai combines unparalleled subject matter expertise and business acumen to address the needs 

of clients in the pharmaceutical, biomedical and medical device fields, and leverages her expertise along with 

Deloitte’s multidisciplinary teams of strategy and advisory consultants to provide in-depth analysis and  

strategic solutions to clients.  
 

Sanhai is a member of the Board of Directors of Medicines for Malaria Ventures (MMV), a leading product 

development partnership organization with one of the world’s largest antimalarial drug pipelines. She is also 

an Associate Professor (adjunct) at Duke University School of Medicine, and a Senior Executive Education 

Fellow and Member of the Advisory Board at the Robert H. Smith School of Business, University of Maryland.  
 

Sanhai received a PhD in clinical biochemistry and structural biology from the School of Medicine, State  

University of New York at Buffalo, an Executive MBA, Smith School of Business, University of Maryland, and 

a baccalaureate degree in chemistry from the University of Florida, Gainesville.  

Deloitte 

Deloitte is the brand under which tens of thousands of dedicated professionals in independent firms 

throughout the world collaborate to provide audit & assurance, consulting, risk and financial advisory, risk 

management, tax, and related services to select clients.  

These firms are members of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company limited by       

guarantee (“DTTL”). Each DTTL member firm provides services in particular geographic areas and is   

subject to the laws and professional regulations of the particular country or countries in which it operates.  
 
 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/about-deloitte.html 
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Robert S. Saunders 

Research Director, Payment and Delivery Reform  

Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy 
 

Robert S. Saunders, PhD is Research Director, Payment and Delivery Reform at  

Duke-Margolis. In this role, he directs a portfolio of payment and delivery reform  

initiatives, which focus on ACOs, alternative payment models for specialty care, new 

payment and delivery approaches for serious illness care, and translating evidence to policy-relevant  

options. 
 

Prior to joining Duke-Margolis, Saunders was a Senior Director and then Senior Advisor to the President of 

the National Quality Forum, where he managed a large federally-funded project that provided                    

recommendations on more than 200 quality measures for 20 different federal programs in a period of two 

months. As Senior Advisor, he directed special projects on topics including data, payment reform, systems 

engineering, and future of health care quality measurement. There, he authored targeted communications to 

translate the organization’s technical work for a broad audience, including journal perspectives, white        

papers, and blogs and supported the development of new funding opportunities, including developing       

relationships with foundations and authoring concept papers and proposals. He was previously Senior     

Program Officer at the Institute of Medicine and managed health care legislative affairs for Representative 

Rush D. Holt. 
 

Saunders has previously served as an adjunct professorial lecturer at American University and the Duke   

University Program in Medical Physics. He served on the Duke University Board of Trustees from 2005-2007. 

He earned his BS in Physics from the College of William and Mary and completed his PhD in physics and a 

Postdoctoral Fellowship in Medical Physics at Duke University.  

Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy 
 

The Robert J. Margolis, MD, Center for Health Policy was established in January 2016 with a $16.5 million 

gift from Duke medical school alumnus Robert J. Margolis and his wife Lisa, through the Robert and Lisa 

Margolis Family Foundation. Duke-Margolis catalyzes Duke University's leading capabilities including  

interdisciplinary academic research and capacity for education and engagement, to inform policy making and 

implementation for better health and health care.  
 

https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/ 

http://www.qualityforum.org/Home.aspx
https://www.nationalacademies.org/hmd/
https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/founder
https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/
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Brian Sutter 

Partner and Senior Vice President 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 
 

Brian Sutter joined the Capitol Hill Consulting Group in 2015 as Senior Vice President. 

Sutter joined CHCG from the Ways and Means Committee where he served as Staff 

Director for the Health Subcommittee under Chairman Dave Camp (R-MI). 
 

During his tenure on the Health Subcommittee, Sutter was actively engaged in crafting a broad range of 

health care policy. Sutter worked with Members of Congress, House and Senate leadership and committee 

and staff to address some of the most pressing health care issues. As a result of these efforts, Sutter was 

directly involved with a group of bipartisan, bicameral staff in the development and passing of several bills 

that were signed into law by President Obama. 
 

Sutter was key to crafting legislation leading to major reform of Medicare’s Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) 

that later passed as the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA). Prior to the enactment of 

MACRA, Sutter led the development of Congressional priorities for the SGR replacement over two years, 

with three laws providing relief from SGR cuts, numerous hearings, drafts, public feedback and listening  

sessions under his watch. 
 

Sutter was also instrumental in shaping legislation to eliminate or redefine portions of the Affordable Care 

Act.  These changes include the inclusion of income verification for individuals receiving health care  

subsidies as part of the agreement to reopen the government in 2013; changes to the employer mandate to 

define 40 hours as the standard work week; and redefining how expatriate American workers living abroad 

are able to obtain health care. He also staffed then Ways and Means Chairman Dave Camp, the Budget 

Chairman Paul Ryan, and Representative Jeb Hensarling for the National Commission on Fiscal  

Responsibility and Reform (also referred to as the Simpson Bowles Commission) in 2010. 
 

Sutter served as Professional Staff for the Health Subcommittee, working primarily on Medicare Advantage, 

Medigap, and Part D.  Prior to joining the Ways and Means Committee, Mr. Sutter served as Legislative  

Director in addition to several other positions for Congressman Camp. 

 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group 
 

Capitol Hill Consulting Group is a Washington DC-based, bi-partisan government relations firm dedicated to 

providing comprehensive and individually tailored strategies, to meet the diverse needs of clients. Capitol Hill 

Consulting Group offer specialized lobbying services in tax, trade, financial services, appropriations,  

environment, energy, health care, aerospace and other sectors.   
 
 

https://www.capitolhillcg.com/ 
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Wendy Taylor 

Fellow 

Rockefeller Foundation 
 

Wendy Taylor has worked for the last 20 years catalyzing innovations to tackle some 

of the world’s toughest global health challenges and utilizing market-based solutions 

to scale for impact. In 2017, she was awarded a Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship to 

explore how to advance opportunities in artificial intelligence, digital health and data technologies to  

transform global health, including applying advanced outbreak analytics to pandemic threats enabling   

effective outbreak prediction, earlier detection and precision response. 
 

Joining the Obama Administration in 2010 as a presidential appointee, Taylor founded the Center for      

Accelerating Innovation and Impact at the US Agency for International Development (USAID) to apply     

innovative, business-minded approaches to accelerate the development, introduction and scale-up of  

priority global health innovations. As Director of the Center, she spearheaded multiple Grand Challenges to 

globally crowdsource groundbreaking solutions to tough health problems, and created multiple public      

private partnerships with corporations to expand and strengthen health markets. 
 

In 2004, she founded BIO Ventures for Global Health (BVGH), a non-profit working to engage the  

biopharmaceutical industry in developing medicines for diseases of the developing world. She also held 

senior positions with the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO), and Malaria No More, and she worked 

in both the executive and legislative branches of the US government, including the Office of Management 

and Budget and the US House Committee on Ways and Means. 
 

Taylor received a Master of Public Policy from Harvard University and a BA from Duke University. 

Rockefeller Foundation 
 

The Rockefeller Foundation’s mission—unchanged since 1913—is to promote the well-being of humanity 

throughout the world. Today the Foundation advances new frontiers of science, data, policy, and  

innovation to solve global challenges related to health, food, power, and economic mobility. As a  

science-driven philanthropy focused on building collaborative relationships with partners and grantees, The 

Rockefeller Foundation seeks to inspire and foster large-scale human impact that promotes the  

well-being of humanity by identifying and accelerating breakthrough solutions, ideas and conversations.  
 

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/  

http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/our-work/topics/grants/
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/
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Daniel Vigil  

Director of State Policy  

Amgen 
 

Daniel Vigil serves as Director of State Policy at Amgen, where he helps develop 

the company’s strategy and positions on legislative and regulatory proposals across 

the 50 states.  
 

Prior to Amgen, he worked as Director of State Government Affairs at Cigna. In this role, he advised  

executive leadership on state political activities and developed advocacy campaigns for the company’s  

priority issues. He has also held public policy and government affairs roles at Pfizer and America’s Health 

Insurance Plans, each time focusing on health reform initiatives in the states.  
 

He received his Juris Doctor from Fordham University and earned both a Master in Public Administration 

and a Bachelor of Science in Journalism from the University of Colorado. 

 

Amgen 

Amgen is one of the world’s leading biotechnology companies. Amgen is a values-based company, deeply 

rooted in science and innovation to transform new ideas and discoveries into medicines for patients with 

serious illnesses. 
 

Amgen believes in a “biology first” approach. They use cutting-edge science and technology to study the 

subtlest biological mechanisms in search of therapies that will improve the lives of those who suffer from 

serious diseases. Amgen believes the cure for disease can be found inside each and every person.  
 

https://www.amgen.com/  

https://www.amgen.com/
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Angela Wiles 

Health Policy Director  

US Senator Richard Burr 
 

Angela Wiles is the Health Policy Director for US Senator Richard Burr (R-NC). 

She serves as the senior health care advisor to the Senator in his work on both 

the Health, Education, Labor, Pensions (HELP) Committee and the Committee on 

Finance, covering health issues related to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the National 

Institutes of Health, the Food and Drug Administration, and other public health policies and programs.  
 

Before joining Senator Burr’s team, Angela worked at the American Action forum for former CBO       

Director Doug Holtz-Eakin and in Governor Nathan Deal’s Administration in Georgia.  

United States Senate 

Established by the Constitution as one chamber of the federal government’s legislative branch, the United 

States Senate is comprised of one hundred members—two senators from each of the 50 states—who serve 

six-year, overlapping terms. Senators, along with members of the House of Representatives, propose,    

author, and vote on federal legislation that touches upon all aspects of US domestic and foreign policy. 

Senators provide advice and consent on executive nominations and treaties and conduct oversight of all 

branches of the federal government. 
 

http://www.senate.gov/ 
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